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Expert production and Das' soothing yet hypnotic voice takes us on a journey through 9 devotional chants

that are beautifully accompanied by ektara, tablas, sarangi and bansuri. 9 MP3 Songs WORLD: Chants,

SPIRITUAL: Mantras Details: "With this new album, Bhagavan Das once again enlightens us with his

unique wisdom and talent" LA YOGA MAGAZINE "In the world Kirtan, nobody penetrates the shields of

delusional interpretations like Bhagavan Das. Truly one of the original Americans who brought North

Indian chanting traditions to the States in a way that no other spiritual warrior has. Bhagavan Das is

legendary and his life and his singing will be etched into our hearts every time we hear the names of God

forever. These new bhajans strip Bhagavan down to his bare essentials, and allows his voice, his ektara

and a little percussion to provide the insight and footsteps for us all to follow through the ambiguous forest

that is life." LA YOGA MAGAZINE "Bhagavan Das' singing dips into the very source of India's rich

devotional heart" David Newman aka Durga Das "His "Golden Voice" is an inspiration to us all!" David

Newman aka Durga Das "Baba Bhagavan Das rocks the cosmos again and again!" Shiva Rea "The

master is back" yogamagazine "Bhagavan Das has led an illustrious life that includes a seven year period

wandering as a naked yogi throughout India, and has received teachings and guidance from saints and

sages including Sri Maharishi Mahesh Yoga and Sri Mata Amirtanandamaya. He is a master and

traveling teacher of Nada Yoga which explores the nature of reality through sound, and his first album AH

is credited as one of the first recordings of world music. Since then, he has gone on to produce subliminal

recordings such as the Sunset Kirtan Volumes and the Holy Ghost Sessions. His latest offering, Golden

Voice, follows on from his earlier accomplishments, and proves that the 'master' is back. Golden Voice is

expertly produced, and Das' soothing yet hypnotic voice takes us on a journey through 9 devotional

chants that are beautifully accompanied by Ektara, Tablas, Sarangi, Bansuri, and many other

instruments, making it a perfect addition for yoga classes and meditation exercises. Listening to

Bhagavan Das's voice is a pleasure, Golden Voice is released by Golden Voice Records and is true to

the devotional chant heritage that takes us to the true roots of yoga." yogamagazine
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